An analysis of dynamic Smagorinsky models is performed based on the Horizontal Array Turbulence Study (HATS) dataset. In the experiment, two vertically separated horizontal arrays of 14 three-dimensional sonic anemometers were placed in the atmospheric surface layer. Subgrid-scale (SGS) and resolved quantities are derived from 2D filtering at a filter scale ⌬ and differentiation of filtered velocity fields. In a previous study the Smagorinsky coefficient was computed directly from these data and found to depend on atmospheric c s its dependencies on stability and height above the ground. The Germano identity uses a test filter at ␣⌬ (in this study ␣ ϭ 1.75 is used). The coefficient is derived from various data test-filtered at this scale assuming that the Smagorinsky coefficient is scale invariant. The results show that the scale-invariant dynamic model severely underpredicts the coefficient and its trends whenever ⌬ is similar to, or larger than, the large-scale limit of the inertial range (typically the smaller of the height above the ground z or the Obukhov length L). The scaledependent dynamic model uses a second test filter at scale ␣ 2 ⌬ to deduce dependence of on the filtering (⌬) c s scale. This model gives excellent predictions of and its dependence upon stability and height.
Introduction
Three-dimensional simulations of atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) flows at high Reynolds numbers are feasible only on computational grids with a spacing substantially larger than the Kolmogorov scale. In a large-eddy simulation (LES; see, e.g., Deardorff 1970; Moeng 1984; Mason 1994; Lesieur and Métais 1996) the transport equations resolve all scales of motion larger than the grid size ⌬. Scale separation is achieved through low-pass spatial filtering, which defines the ''resolved'' or ''filtered'' velocity as ũ (x) ϭ u(xЈ)F (x Ϫ xЈ) dxЈ.
͵ ⌬
Here, F ⌬ is the (homogeneous) filter function for a scale ⌬. Subgrid scales (smaller than ⌬) are parameterized using subgrid-scale (SGS) models. The SGS model is crucial for an LES to generate realistic turbulent fields in the ABL, especially in regions where the local integral scale is smaller than the filter scale ⌬. SGS models parameterize the SGS stress ij , whose divergence enters the filtered Navier-Stokes equations. The SGS stress,
i j i j i j is expressed in terms of velocity gradients by the Smagorinsky model (Smagorinsky 1963) :
where S ij is the strain-rate tensor, | S | ϭ is its͙2S S ij ij magnitude, and T is the eddy viscosity. When this closure is used in a traditional LES, needs to be spec- (⌬) c s ified a priori.
It has often been remarked (Pope 2000; ) that a single value of cannot simultaneously (⌬) c s yield the correct SGS dissipation, SGS stress, and the correct divergence of the stress (SGS force). Moreover, it is well known that the SGS stress tensor is not deterministically aligned with the rates of strain and that at a local level the Smagorinsky closure is highly unrealistic (Bardina et al. 1980; McMillan and Ferziger 1979; Liu et al. 1994; Bastiaans et al. 1998; Higgins et al. 2003) . Despite these limitations, the eddy-viscosity closure is still the most widely used SGS model in atmospheric and engineering applications. The present study focuses on how to dynamically obtain the model coefficient, which directly affects the rate of SGS energy dissipation.
Once the eddy-viscosity closure is accepted, the Smagorinsky coefficient has to be chosen appropriately. (⌬) c s Its magnitude determines the rate of kinetic energy dissipation due to the SGS model. This SGS dissipation rate ⌸ ⌬ is defined according to ⌸ ⌬ ϭ Ϫ͗ ij S ij ͘. The dissipation predicted by the Smagorinsky model, ϭ Ϫ͗ S ij ͘ depends upon and on the var-
iance of the resolved strain-rate tensor. Typically, the resolved turbulence levels will be damped excessively if is too large; conversely, if is too small, energy
c c s s pileup occurs at the smallest resolved scales of the turbulence. This leads to anomalous statistics and can result in numerical instabilities when a poor numerical method is used.
In a traditional LES of atmospheric boundary layers, is deduced from phenomenological theories of tur- (⌬) c s bulence (Lilly 1967; Mason 1994) . Stability dependence of has traditionally been derived from theoretical (⌬) c s models for the energy spectra (Hunt et al. 1988; Deardorff 1980; Canuto and Cheng 1997) . These studies result in expressions relating with parameters char- (⌬) c s acterizing the atmospheric stability (such as the Richardson number or Obukhov length L); typically, the characteristic length scale ⌬ is found to decrease in (⌬) c s stable conditions. Redelsperger et al. (2001) derive an expression for the eddy-viscosity length scale as function of height and stability from experimental observations of energy spectra in blocked turbulence. A direct empirical method to determine and its dependence (⌬) c s upon physical flow parameters from field experimental data was proposed in Porté-Agel et al. (2001a,b) , which expanded on earlier work of Porté-Agel et al. (1998 , 2000b and Tong et al. (1999) . Data from two linear arrays of sonic anemometers placed perpendicularly to the flow in the ABL (Tong et al. 1998; Porté-Agel et al. 2001a ) were used to determine SGS model coefficients (for details, see section 2b). Among others, Porté-Agel et al. (2001b) confirm from the data that the Smagorinsky coefficient depends on height z, filter scale (⌬) c s ⌬, and atmospheric stability. In particular, decreases (⌬) c s for small z/⌬. In a more detailed, recent study of the Smagorinsky coefficient, Kleissl et al. (2003, hereafter KMP) analyzed nearly 160 h of data from the Horizontal Array Turbulence Study (HATS), a field experiment in the ABL with 14 sonic anemometers in two arrays. KMP quantified the decrease of with stability and prox- (⌬) c s imity to the ground and proposed an empirical relationship for as a function of ⌬/z and ⌬/L. Sullivan (⌬) c s et al. (2003) find that the measured values of collapse (⌬) c s quite well when ⌳ w , the length scale at the peak of the spectrum of vertical velocity, is used to scale the filter size. In LES, parameterization of as a function of (⌬) c s ⌳ w /⌬ is feasible if ⌳ w is known a priori or it can be determined from energy spectra that are computed in space (such as in LES with homogeneous boundary conditions). Still, such parameterizations require knowing empirical formulas for the coefficient as function of ⌳ w /⌬. In other words, even if one can obtain ⌳ w from the simulation's spectra during an LES, a functional form for as function of ⌳ w must be prescribed, with (⌬) c s an associated need for empirical coefficients. Along a fundamentally different line of thinking, Germano et al. (1991) proposed the ''dynamic model.'' Instead of prescribing a priori as a function of flow parameters, (⌬) c s this approach is based upon the idea of analyzing the statistics of the simulated large-scale field (during an LES) to determine the undetermined model parameters. The dynamic model is based on the Germano identity (Germano 1992) ,
In the preceding, L ij is the resolved stress tensor and 
To proceed, the crucial assumption in the standard dynamic model (Germano et al. 1991 ) is scale invariance of the coefficient, namely,
This step allows the only remaining unknown parameter in Eq. (5), , to be obtained. The overdetermined sys- (⌬) c s tem of equations can be solved by minimizing the square error averaged over all independent tensor components (Lilly 1992) , and some spatial domain (Ghosal et al. 1995) or temporal domain (Meneveau et al. 1996) . The result is
Here the symbol ͗. .͘ denotes ensemble, time or spatial averaging, depending on the context. In the derivation [Eqs. (5)- (7)] we ignored that is a function of po- (⌬) c s sition [see Ghosal et al. (1995) for a discussion of the resulting integral equation]. The dynamic model has been successfully applied to a variety of engineering flows [see Meneveau and Katz (2000) and Piomelli (1999) for reviews]. In general, it provides realistic pre-
when the flow field is sufficiently re- (⌬) c s solved, that is, the test-filter scale ␣⌬ is smaller than the local integral scale of turbulence.
In the context of ABL turbulence the dynamic Smagorinsky model has been implemented in an LES by Porté-Agel et al. (2000a) . They examined the scale-invariance hypothesis and the dynamic model with an LES of a neutral ABL. They found that near the wall streamwise energy spectra decay too slowly, indicating that the dynamically determined coefficient is too small. In addition, by running four simulations at different resolutions they demonstrated a clear scale-dependence of the Smagorinsky coefficient ( ), which violates the Porté-Agel et al. 2000a) . Note that this as- (⌬) c s sumption is equivalent to assuming a power-law behavior ( ) 2 ϳ ⌬ ⌽ , or dimensionally appropriate,
For details on the computation of ␤ see the appendix. It needs to be emphasized that ␤ is determined dynamically from the resolved scales; the power-law behavior in Eq. (11) is the only empirical assumption. Porté-Agel et al. (2000a) applied the scale-dependent dynamic SGS model to an LES of a neutral boundary layer and obtained good agreement with observations for mean velocity gradients and streamwise energy spectra. The objective of the present study is to examine field data at various length scales and determine whether the dynamic model yields realistic predictions of the coefficient and its dependencies upon distance to the (⌬) c s ground and atmospheric stability. Both the scale-invariant (Germano et al. 1991 ) and the more elaborate scale-dependent forms (Porté-Agel et al. 2000a ) of the dynamic model will be examined. Note that a priori tests do not always give the same results as those obtained in LES numerical implementations. In LES numerical discretization errors and feedback of the SGS model on the resolved scales can affect the results. A forthcoming paper by the authors will examine the applicability of a priori results from the present paper to LES in more detail. The current paper uses the same field data as KMP, but the data are processed at a different set of length scales to perform the various filtering operations required for the dynamic models. We also investigate how the averaging time scale influences the results. As indicated in Eq. (7) the dynamic model requires averaging of data. Knowledge of an appropriate averaging time scale is relevant for the Lagrangian SGS model (Meneveau et al. 1996) , which determines the model coefficient by accumulating weighted averages over fluid path lines. However, due to the experimental conditions, only Eulerian averaging can be used in this study.
The present paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the field experiment and the data processing techniques. Section 2 also contains a brief review of the results of KMP: measured distributions of as (⌬) c s function of height and stratification. Section 3 studies the ability of the scale-invariant dynamic and scale-dependent dynamic SGS models to reproduce the behavior of . Conclusions are presented in section 4.
c s
Dataset and processing

a. The HATS dataset
In HATS two vertically displaced horizontal arrays of 14 Campbell Scientific three-component sonic anemometer-thermometers (CSAT3) were installed in the atmospheric surface layer in the San Joaquin Valley close to Kettlemen City, California, from 31 August until 1 October 2000. The HATS experiment was described in detail in KMP (Kleissl et al. 2003) and Horst et al. (2004) . The focus of KMP was to determine relationships between and different relevant length (⌬) c s scales: height above ground z, filter scale ⌬, and the Obukhov length L. Parameter L is defined as
where u * ϭ (Ϫ͗uЈwЈ͘) 1/2 is the friction velocity, 0 is the mean air temperature, g is the gravitational acceleration, and ϭ 0.4 is the von Kármán constant. Data from two sensor setups were used to dynamically determine the Smagorinsky coefficients. These setups are presented in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows a schematic of the instrument setup for arrays 1 and 2. To compute SGS quantities, the velocity fields have to be spatially filtered in two dimensions at a scale ⌬. Since the velocities will also be filtered at two larger scales, ␣⌬ and ␣ 2 ⌬, ⌬ is chosen to be smaller than the values used in KMP. Here we use twice the lateral instrument spacing as the basic filter length, that is, ⌬ ϭ 2␦ y , where ␦ y is the lateral spacing of the sonic anemometers. As in Sullivan et al. (2003) and Horst et al. (2004) , convolutions with the top-hat filter of width ⌬ are evaluated using the trapezoidal integration rule. This is equivalent to using discrete weights (0.5, 1, . . . , 1, 0.5)/(n Ϫ1) for data from n sensors spaced in the lateral (y) direction. Note that other options exist to define weights for discretely sampled data. For instance, Vasilyev et al. (1998) use the second moment of the filter's discrete Fourier transfer function to relate filter width with the weights. The difference among these methods is not large when considering the compounded two-dimensional filtering: in the streamwise direction, the filtering occurs on the much finer time-sampling grid (see later), and thus there is negligible ambiguity how to relate filter width and weight factors. This streamwise filter is responsible for removing most of the SGS variance, rendering the effects of the less accurate cross-stream filters less important. A smooth Gaussian filter is used in the streamwise (x) direction, where 20-Hz sampling results in a higher resolution with a spacing of 0.05 s ͗u͘ m s Ϫ1 ഠ 0.13 m, using Taylor's hypothesis. The Fourier transform of the Gaussian filter function Ĝ ⌬ ϭ exp[Ϫ( ⌬ 2 / 2 k 1 24)] is multiplied with the Fourier transform of each 8192 data points segment (ϳ6.8 min) of the velocity time series. Before the convolution, the mean of the velocity time series is subtracted and a Bartlett window is applied. Derivatives are computed from the filtered time series. Due to edge effects of the filter and the streamwise derivative, a segment of duration (␣ 2 ⌬/2 ϩ ␦ x )/͗u d ͘ is discarded from beginning and end of the time series of all filtered variables. Then averages for various time scales T c are computed. For an analysis of filter accuracy, see Horst et al. (2004) and Cerutti and Meneveau (2000) .
Gradients are calculated with finite differences (FDs). In the vertical direction (x 3 ϭ z), the setup necessitates a first-order one-sided
In the horizontal directions, a second-order centered FD scheme is used, for example, for the y direction:
. Assuming Taylor's hypothesis, the same formula with ␦ x ϭ ␦ y is used in the streamwise direction to compute ‫ץ‬ũ i /‫ץ‬x. In order to depict the available data as a function of stability and array, KMP divided the data into segments of length 6.8 min. These segments were classified according to stability, characterized in terms of Obukhov length L, defined as in Eq. (12) and yielding a dimensionless parameter ⌬/L. The distribution of data by stability can be seen in KMP's Fig. 2 for various heights (characterized in terms of ⌬/z). In the present paper we use the same procedure and data classification. In the following the procedures to compute the model coefficient will be described in more detail.
b. Empirically determined Smagorinsky coefficient: Procedures and results
The Smagorinsky coefficient is measured from the field data by matching mean measured and modeled SGS dissipations ⌸ ⌬ (Clark et al. 1979 ; KMP), c s empirical fits of Kleissl et al. (2003) mentioned in Eq. (14) . Parameter is obtained from Eq. (13) by averaging over the total time in (⌬,emp) c s each stability bin. c s and ⌬/L. It was found that the data can be described by a function of the form:
Here, R is the ramp function. The parameters of Eq. (14) were determined as n ϭ 3 and ␣ ϭ c 0 ϭ 0.135. In the present paper, the filter size is half of that in KMP. Figure 1a provides a sketch of the filtering procedures in the transverse (y or x 2 ) direction. A threepoint top-hat filter with trapezoidal weights [0.25, 0.5, 0.25] is used in the lower array and a two-point filter with weights [0.5, 0.5] is used in the upper array. In the streamwise direction, the Gaussian filter is used as described in the preceding section. Thus filtered velocities ũ i , and SGS stresses ij , at a scale ⌬ ϭ 2␦ y are available at locations 7-13 and between locations 1 and 5 (Fig. 1b) . As a result, the filtered strain-rate tensors can be obtained at locations 9 and 11, using a secondorder centered FD in the horizontal and first-order onesided FD in the vertical directions, respectively. Since ij is available at these locations as well, the Smagorinsky coefficients are evaluated at locations 9 (⌬,emp) c s and 11. The results from these two locations are essentially identical and only results from location 9 are presented.
A first question to address is whether the data analyzed at scale ⌬ ϭ 2␦ y provide results that are consistent with those of KMP that were obtained at a larger scale, using more sensors from each array. To compare our results with KMP, data from array 2 (⌬/z ϳ 1.1) are divided into stability bins from ⌬/L ϭ Ϫ1 to ⌬/L ϭ 5 and further divided into subsegments of length T c ϭ 3.2 s. This corresponds roughly to a length scale T c ͗u͘ ϳ 8.7 m, which is on the order of twice the filter scale ⌬ ϳ 4.3 m. The empirically determined Smagorinsky model coefficient is obtained by evaluating the (⌬,emp) c s averages in Eq. (13) over time T c . In order to isolate the dependence on ⌬/L, we compute the conditional PDF of ( ) 260 bins. Figure 2 shows the conditional PDF of ( ) 2 using color contours. The figure confirms the c s fit of KMP. Liu et al. (1995) obtained the eddy-viscosity field without averaging and also found a highly variable eddy-viscosity field with negative values, which causes numerical instabilities in LES.
The comparison with KMP is repeated using a larger averaging time scale T c . Figure 3a shows a direct comparison of data from array 1 (⌬/z ϳ 2.1) of the present paper with data from a better-resolved filter but same ⌬/z from array 2 of KMP for an averaging time scale of T c ϭ 6.8 min. The results agree very well, even though they are obtained from two different arrays. The agreement confirms that the curves collapse for a given ⌬/z, independent of the dimensional values of ⌬ or z. Finally, in Fig. 3b we perform a comparison based on the global time averages of SGS dissipations. Here we average the terms in Eq. (13) over all data available in each ⌬/L bin, obtaining a single measured value of in each bin. The coefficients are very close to (⌬,emp) c s the lines that are the predictions from the fit of KMP. Only in unstable conditions are the predictions about ϳ10% too small. Besides confirming the collapse of the data, this comparison shows that the coarser filter resolution in the lateral direction (using only two or three sensors) does not affect the prediction of . c s time and much smaller in stable conditions than in unstable and neutral conditions. In unstable conditions the median increases slightly with averaging time. A measure of the spread of the PDF is documented in terms of the difference between third and first quartile normalized by the second quartile. As expected, this measure decreases with increasing T c , in neutral and unstable conditions. As reported in KMP, the decrease is weaker in stable conditions, which can be attributed to larger intermittency in stable conditions.
c. Scale-invariant dynamic model: Procedures
In order to obtain the dynamic model coefficient from Eq. (7), filtered strain-rate tensors and velocity vectors at a scale ⌬ have to be filtered at ␣⌬ to evaluate L ij and M ij . Usually ␣ ϭ 2, but the limited maximum filter width in the lateral direction requires us to use ␣ ϭ 1.75 in the present study. As shown in Germano et al. (1991) , the sensitivity of the dynamic coefficient to ␣ is not expected to be important. Figure 1b shows that S ij at a scale ⌬ can be obtained at locations 7, 9, 11, and 13. At locations 9 and 11 S ij is computed from centered horizontal FD and one-sided vertical FD. At locations 7 and 13, the horizontal and the vertical FDs are onesided. A filter of size 1.75⌬ is applied to ũ i , S ij , | S | , and | S | S ij . The filter weight w i associated with a variable (already filtered at scale ⌬) at location y i , used to compute a test-filtered variable at location y ␣⌬ , is evaluated as follows: c s Eq. (7). Note that in defining ␣, we follow the prevalent usage in practical implementations of the dynamic model of not taking into account the effects of compound filtering (see, however, Najjar and Tafti 1996 for a discussion of effects of compound filters and a quantification of its effects on LES using the dynamic model).
d. Scale-dependent dynamic model: Procedures
The scale-dependent dynamic coefficient is obtained similarly to procedures described in section 2c. The filtered strain-rate tensors and filtered velocity vectors of Fig. 1b It is important to note that N ij is a function of ␤. Parameter ␤ is computed using procedures identical to those in Porté-Agel et al. (2000a, hereafter POR) . Six coefficients of a fifth-order polynomial in ␤ are obtained from averaging products of strain rates and resolved stresses over T c , as described in the appendix [Eqs. (A2)- (A10)]. Then the roots of the polynomial in ␤ are determined by the ''roots'' function in MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc.). As argued in POR, only the largest real root is physically meaningful. A time series of Q ij and N ij is obtained from Eq. (9) using the ␤ value derived from quantities averaged over T c . Finally, the scale-dependent dynamic procedure yields the coefficient at a scale ⌬ as (
(⌬,sd-dyn) c s
Smagorinsky coefficients determined from dynamic SGS models a. Scale-invariant dynamic model: Results
To begin, the scale-invariant, dynamically determined Smagorinsky model coefficient is obtained ac- (⌬,dyn) c s cording to section 2c by evaluating the averages over c s of Kleissl et al. (2003) [Eq. (14) ]. Variables are averaged over (⌬,emp) c s all segments in each stability bin.
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time T c ϭ 3.2 s for array 2. Figure 5 shows the PDF of ( ) 2 conditioned on ⌬/L using color contours. It (⌬,dyn) c s is apparent that the most likely value of ( ) 2 depends (⌬,dyn) c s on stability. It is very close to zero for ⌬/L Ͼ 1 and increases strongly in near-neutral conditions (⌬/L ϳ 0). In neutral and unstable conditions, the spread in the PDF is large with a considerable number of negative values. These trends are consistent with those of the empirical coefficient reported in section 2b. However, comparing the color contours with the line from the fit in Eq. (14) and with the conditional PDF of in Fig. 2 , it can (⌬,emp) c s be seen that the dynamically determined coefficients are too small, especially in conditions of stable stratification (⌬/L Ͼ 0). Figure 6 shows the empirically and dynamically determined coefficient for a longer averaging time T c ϭ 6.8 min and for arrays 1 and 2. At this averaging scale too, the results confirm that the dynamic model predicts a coefficient that is significantly smaller than . (⌬,emp) c s Finally, the same results are obtained when performing the averages over all available data as shown in Fig. 7 , where one value of is plotted for each ⌬/L bin. (⌬,dyn) c s The dynamic procedure predicts the correct basic trends of the coefficient with stability (⌬/L) and height (⌬/z), but the magnitudes of the coefficients are too small by significant factors. In unstable and neutral conditions, factors range from 2 to 5. In very stable conditions this factor is as large as an order of magnitude or more. Thus, the energy transfer (⌸ ⌬ ) from resolved scales to SGS is too small, and in an LES using such a model one would expect a high-wavenumber pileup of energy in the spectra near the wall. This weakness of the dynamic model was already observed in an LES of the ABL (POR) in neutral conditions, and present results suggest that this weakness would be exacerbated in conditions of stable stratification.
The variability of is examined in Fig. 8 by (⌬,dyn) c s plotting the quartiles of the ( ) 2 distribution for dif-
c s ferent averaging times T c . The median of is very (⌬,dyn) c s similar for T c ranging from 0.05 s (no averaging) to hours. The relative spread of the PDF decreases with averaging time, which agrees with results from KMP and Fig. 4 for . (⌬,emp) c s In summary, the results for consistently show (⌬,dyn) c s that the dynamic procedure underpredicts the Smagorinsky coefficient when ⌬ is close to, or exceeds, L or z, or both. This deficiency is not surprising. As suggested by the same empirical fit through the available data for [Eq. (14) ], for any fixed value of z or L (⌬,emp) c s the coefficient is dependent upon ⌬ unless ⌬ K L and ⌬ K z. Thus, the expected behavior of the coefficient contradicts the basic assumption of scale invariance underlying the dynamic model. This was already noted in POR for the neutral case but ⌬ Ͼ z. The scale-dependent dynamic model described in section 2d addresses this scale T c . Figure 9 shows a few representative polynomials P(␤) for the case T c ϭ 6.8 min for three values of ⌬/L. The largest root is the value of ␤ that solves the condition of Eqs. (A1) and (A2) (POR). Parameter ␤ is computed for the short-duration averaging time of T c ϭ 3.2, and ␤ is obtained in each segment. The conditional PDF of ␤ is presented in Fig. 10a , where the ␤ range (0 Ͻ ␤ Ͻ 1.5) is divided into 150 bins. Note that ␤ also depends on stability. In very stable conditions most ␤ values are close to 0.3. The lower bound of ␤ can be explained by considering the limit of for small
c s c s empirical fits for of Kleissl et al. (2003) [Eq. (14) ]. Variables (⌬,emp) c s are averaged over all segments in each stability bin.
For ⌬/L Ͻ 0.5, ␤ increases and reaches a most likely value of ␤ ϳ 0.5. Recall that for scale invariance one would expect a limiting behavior of ␤ ϳ 1. Here we obtain ␤ Ͻ 1 since even in the neutral case ⌬ Ͼ z and thus ␤ Ͻ 1 for the reasons explored in POR. The data analysis is repeated by increasing the averaging time T c to cover segments of length T c ϭ 6.8 min, as well as over very long averaging covering all data segments in each stability bin. Results are shown in Figs. 11a and  12a , respectively. The observations from results for T c ϭ 3.2 s (Fig. 10a) are confirmed since ␤ is close to its lower bound 0.327 for ⌬/L Ͼ 1 and increases to values between 0.5 and 0.7 in neutral and unstable conditions. The parameter ␤ is very similar for ⌬/z ϳ 2.1 and for ⌬/z ϳ 1.1. The magnitude of ␤ in the present analysis compares well with Fig. 10 in POR. They obtain a significant increase from ␤ ϳ 0.5 at ⌬/z ϭ 2 to ␤ ϳ 0.65 at ⌬/z ϭ 1.1 in neutral conditions (⌬/L ϭ 0), quite consistent with present field measurement results. The limit of large z/⌬ (⌬ K z), where the turbulence is better resolved, cannot be verified with the HATS data for which ⌬ is comparable or larger than z. Figure 13 shows that the median of ␤ is constant with averaging time and the variability decreases with T c .
The model coefficient, , predicted from the (⌬,sd-dyn) c s scale-dependent dynamic model, is obtained by replacing the measured ␤ value in the expression for N ij (see section 2d). The analysis is performed again using several averaging times T c ϭ 3.2 s, T c ϭ 6.8 min, as well as a large T c encompassing all available data in each bin. As before, results for T c ϭ 3.2 s are presented in terms of a conditional PDF for for the case (⌬,sd-dyn) c s ⌬/z ϳ 1.1 and Ϫ1 Ͻ ⌬/L Ͻ 5 in Fig. 10b . The general trend in the relationship with stability is similar to that observed for in Fig. 5 , but the spread in the PDF (⌬,dyn) c s is considerably larger. Results from the intermediate time scale T c ϭ 6.8 min, in which ␤ computed at that time scale is used, are shown in Fig. 11b . Results clearly show that the scale-dependent dynamic model predicts quite well in unstable and neutral conditions. In stable conditions, the prediction is still improved compared to the dynamic model (Fig. 6 ), but significant scatter persists. Finally, we present results using the longest T c , by averaging over the entire dataset in each stability bin. Results are shown in Fig. 12b . As can be seen obtained from long time averaging predicts (⌬,sd-dyn) c s and its dependence on stability and height quite (⌬,emp) c s accurately. The variability of is examined in Fig. 13b . (⌬,sd-dyn) c s The variability is larger than for and it reduces (⌬,emp) c s subsequently for T c Ͼ 3.2 s. Also, in unstable conditions the median increases significantly with averaging time for T c Ͼ 3.2 s. If a reasonable criterion is introduced that requires the median of to differ less than (⌬,sd-dyn) c s 10% from the median of , then Fig. 13b suggests (⌬,emp) (⌬) c s have the correlations between L ij and M ij associated with net energy flux to smaller scales and a nonzero value of the coefficient. The resulting PDF for ␤ is positively skewed, increasing for ␤ Ͼ 0.327 and but reaching a peak at ␤ ϳ 0.45. This is significantly different from the results of the present paper, where for example the peak in P(␤ | ⌬/L) for stable conditions in Fig. 10a is narrow and much closer to 0.327.
Conclusions
Predictions of the scale-invariant dynamic SGS model (Germano et al. 1991 ) and the scale-dependent dynamic SGS model (Porté-Agel et al. 2000a ) for the Smagorinsky coefficient have been tested a priori with a large (⌬) c s dataset from two horizontal arrays of fourteen 3D sonic anemometers in the atmospheric surface layer. Figures  14a and 14b summarize the results by comparing the empirically determined with predictions from (⌬,emp) c s scale-invariant and scale-dependent dynamic models for both values of ⌬/z considered. Clearly, the scale-invariance assumption of the dynamic model breaks down when the filter size is large (⌬ Ͼ z or ⌬ Ͼ L), resulting in coefficients that are too small. In an LES of the ABL this is expected to lead to unrealistic velocity profiles near the surface and a pileup of energy reflected in flat velocity spectra.
The scale-dependent dynamic model accounts for scale dependence of the coefficient. As a result the predicted coefficient is close to the value measured by the dissipation balance. It needs to be stressed that the additional parameter introduced by the scale-dependent dynamic model ␤ is not empirically tuned, but rather determined dynamically from the large scales. Despite the resulting improvement in predicting the coefficient that produces the correct SGS dissipation compared to the scale-invariant dynamic model, it is reiterated that even ''perfect'' prediction of the coefficient does not increase the correlation between measured and modeled SGS stresses. This deficiency of the eddy-viscosity closure is related to misalignment of the eigenvectors of SGS stress and strain-rate tensors.
The results for the scale-dependent dynamic model show that short time averaging yields predicted coefficients that fluctuate greatly. This can be problematic in implementations where the extent of averaging is limited (e.g., flows in complex geometries). The data also suggest that the scatter in the prediction is reduced when the Eulerian averaging time scale is greater than ϳ8 times the time scale associated with the filter scale. Such a time scale is somewhat larger than averaging time scales usually employed in the Lagrangian dynamic model (Meneveau et al. 1996) . However, due to the fundamental differences between Lagrangian and Eulerian averaging the applicability of the result to Lagrangian averaging is uncertain and remains to be explored in simulations.
